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WHAT IS HEALTHCARE AND FOR WHOM?
Healthcare for us is well-being. It is where you get healthy
when needed and the place you go to in order to proceed a
healthy lifestyle. The healthcare center is a place for everyone
in the community, but mostly focused on seniors. There are
studies and evidence today that shows us that the population
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of seniors are increasing and that is the reason why
we choose this direction. The increasing seniors in the
community is a future challenge and they have needs that
has to be fulfilled. Needs like nature, social activity and
good healthcare are some examples.
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With the circular movement
no dead-ends are supposed to
appear. It should be easy to move
around in the building.

Two keywords are created by the visions as
a summarize; nature and circular movement.
Nature is to get better health and to recover
faster by greenery, sun and no noise.
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To adapt to the future challenges of the seniors, the project has
been focusing on some vision ideas. The ideas are to work with
accessibility, nature, daylight, noise and person centeredness.

The patient should be in focus and that is what the project wants
to accomplish.

Another main vision in the project is the modularity. The idea
is to make the project as flexible and adaptable as possible. It
means it will be possible for future physical changes in a small
and large scale.
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From the keywords circular movement and nature a concept is
created, which is bridges. The idea with the bridge is that it connects
between two different parts and makes it easier to move around.

SITE

A circular movement is possible by a bridge and since nature is
important for the seniors, the bridges will consist of element of
nature.
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The accessibility is really important especially for elderly, to be
able to move around easily. Greenery and nature have shown to
affect human beings in positive way, it contributes to feel better
and recover faster.

The project’s site is in Örebro, in Sweden. The site is located nearby
the city center and the central station in Örebro. On the site
there is already a primary care, senior housing, other residential

buildings and offices. New buildings will be added in the future
in the surrounding area. The idea in this project is to merge four
already existing healthcare centers in Örebro to one location.

SITE ANALYSIS
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The volumes are created by the already existing paths on the
site.
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Entrance placed according to the car
flows. The flows above show that the
traffic are less on the west side of the
site, which makes it easier to reach the
healthcare center.

Today the buses are driving on the
following direction.
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The volume is rotated according the sun analysis in order to make
it more light inside the volume and on the courtyard.
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To make it easier to get to the
healthcare center, the route of bus five
is going to be changed.
Through the rotation, the unparalleled façades to the street
and the openings between the buildings create new spaces that
invites people to meet and interact.
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The size of the building volume is adjusted to the modular
system.
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On site there are different facilities
like residential, public, commercial
buildings and offices. Some of these
facilities shown on the following
diagram are going to be added in the
future.

Existing streets and pathways on the
site are the starting point for how the
shape of the volume are created.
The height of the buildings is configured to the sunlight.

Atriums in the middle are created on each volume for more light
inside. The gaps in-between the buildings are filled with bridges.

SUN ANALYSIS

PLANS IN MODULAR SYSTEM
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At 9.00 and 13.00
o’clock the volumes
get sunlight on two
sides of the volumes.
When the volume is
not rotated it only gets
light on one side.
Another advantage
when rotating the
volumes is lighter
courtyard. The
rotation also makes it
possible to create more
privacy by separating
façades. This means
that it is not possible
to have insight from
one building to the
building beside.
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The reason behind the
rotation of the blocks
are based on the sun
analysis. The buildings
are no more standing
parallel next to each
other.
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Typical floor framework

Staircases added

The modular system consists of measurements of a
typical examination room and corridor. The room
is 3.6x4.8 meters and the width of the corridor
is 2.4 meters, which is the half size of 4.8 meters.
The width of the corridor (2.4 meters) makes it
possible to pass with a bunk. The idea of having
these measurements are for its adaptability to
change its functions in the future. This means
for example that rooms can be smaller or larger
by tearing or building walls depending on future
demands.
These measurements are put together in a
framework. The goal is to let the sunlight reach
all the rooms, creating circular movement,
connections with the outside for wayfinding
and also creating a visual contact from the one
corner of the atrium to the other. These functions
contribute health promoting.
Similar to the modular system, functions on
each floor are set in specific location for easier
wayfinding for staff and visitors. There is a private
staircase that is only used by the healthcare staff,
while the more visible stairs are for the patients
and the public. The public stairs are easy to find,
and is the first thing you see from the outside and
when you enter the building.
The main entrance for the staff and the entrance
for the patients/public are placed close to the
staircases. The staff have their entrance on the
“backside” of the buildings, connected to the
private staircase. While the patient and the public
have their entrance from the courtyard, connected
to the public staircase.

Flows

The main reception for the healthcare is in the
small conference building, the flow for the patients
starts from there. While the flow for the logistics
are taking place on the “backside” of the building.
It is close to the stair-case in each building to
easy transport the different goods, to the different
department and levels in the healthcare center.

PLANS IN MODULAR SYSTEM

DETAIL SECTION 1:40

FACADE IN MODULAR SYSTEM

Bridges connected
with its entrances
To strengthen the idea of circular
movement, bridges are connected
to the four buildings. The bridges
have different health promoting
functions and activities. The
entrances for the bridges are in
the middle of the volume or in the
corner.
Level 2

The strategy of the placement
of the bridges is a circle with
directions. The circle with the
direction is mirrored on the
other floor. This means that the
direction of the bridges changes
to the opposite. This process
continuous on each floor.
Level 3

Public
Semi-private
Private
Diagrammatic detail section
The façade is created by frames that are in a modular system. The
frames have a specific measurement for the distance between them.
The modular system is later changed and adapted depending on
the privacy of the rooms inside. The rooms are categorized into

private, semi-private and public. This means that if the rooms are
more private then its more closed from the outside. If the rooms
are more public, then it is more open to the outside.

Level 4

MATERIAL INDOOR

MATERIAL OUTDOOR

Sedum: roof

BRIDGES IN MODULAR SYSTEM
The base of every bridge is that it should
consist elements of nature and contain
a waiting area. The first strategy of the
interior is to furnish with greenery in
the corners. Second strategy is to insert
furniture for the waiting area, next to
the greenery. The space that is left is
going to be used as an activity area.
The type of the activity depends on
what departments that are connected
by the bridge. For example, rehab
and conference are connected by a
bridge, then the associated activity is
an exhibition for paintings made in the
rehab department by patients.

Cedar wood:
facade

Glass: facade

Brick: facade

Greenery: wall

MATERIAL INDOOR
Oak wood on lists
and on some of the
walls on the public
areas on the first
floor for a more
organic feeling
indoor. The main
Oak wood:
Glass: walls,
Lists, stairs, walls entrance stairs in
(frosted on more
each building is
private rooms)
also made in oak.

In some parts of
the corridors and
rooms the walls
are in glass for a
more effective way
to bring in the
light. Rooms that
are more private
consists instead
of shaded/frosted
glass.

Marmoleum:
floor

The floors in every
building are made
in marmoleum
(4mm). The
material reduces
noise with 14dB.
The grey color
is going to be in
all corridors and
public area on
the first floor. The
beige color will be
in all healthcare
room.

The public floor
on the entrance
building and other
three buildings will
have at least one
green wall indoor
for a better climate
and well-being.

PROGRAM

VERTICAL FLOWS
Level 5

Area (no basement): 13 547 m2
Basement: 6197 m2

Rooftop
Gynecology
Administration

Total area: 19 744 m2

Level 4
Ears-Nose-Throat clinic
BUSC
Adult specialist center
Administration

Level 3
Pain clinic
Neurologopedic
Rehab
Administration
Public

Level 2
Orthopedics

Public

Daycare
X-RAY
Surgery
Sampling
Administration
Level 1
Restaurant
Logistics, staff space
Pharmacy
Library
Café
Rehab
Basement
Technical room
Staff area
Parking

Public/patients
Private/staff
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When designing the landscape site, the
goal was to encourage sustainability.
The environmental sustainability is
formed through the water management
systems and the greenery. The water is
in the middle of the courtyard, where
possibilities to sit next to the water have
been designed.

as the restaurant, café, library and
exhibition that contributes interaction
between all ages.

The social sustainability is highly
focused on the seniors. Through clear
pathways with the closured green
spaces it is easy for them to find their
way. The green spaces also contribute
to better health by giving them a
space to exercise, meeting new people,
interacting with family and friends. In
the program there is also public spaces

There is also outdoor seating for the
public spaces as café and restaurant. The
parking for the healthcare center is in
the basement, with the entrance from
the south part of the site. But there are
a few parking lots and next to the street
for people visiting the healthcare center
just for a short moment. Some of the
parking lots are available for disabled.

Cars, pedestrians and cyclists have all
the same pathways on site. The pathways
are in one height level and primarily for
the pedestrian and disabled.

BASEMENT 1:400
1. Storage
a. Bicycle
2. Changing room
3. Ventilation room
4. Telecommuncation room
5. Electrical room
6. District heating
7. Coldness
8. Parking
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FIRST FLOOR PLAN 1:400

1. Reception disk
2. Lounge/Exhibition
3. Lockers
4. Storage
a. Restaurant
b. Pharmacy
c. Library
d. Gym
e. Café
5. Restaurant
6. Kitchen
7. Staff space
8. Changing room
9. Goods reception
10. Waste central
11. Mail
12. Gas central
13. Receive medical gases
14. Hazardous waste
15. Recycling
16. Emergency entrance
17. Entrance healthcare staff
18. Café
19. Gym
20. Pool
21. Sauna
22. Pharmacy
23. Library
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PHARMACY

SECOND FLOOR PLAN 1:400
1. Waiting area
2. Reception
3. Secretary/office
4. Printer room
5. Administration
6. Staff kitchen
7. Conference
8. Staff staircase
9. Storage
a. Linen
b. Medicine
c. Machine
d. Sterile
e. Anaesthetic
f. Medical
10. Cleaning room
11. Examination room
12. Infection
13. Care room
a. Children

SECOND FLOOR PLAN HORIZONTAL FLOW 1:800

14. Desinfection
15. Rectro room
16. Reschedule room
17. Treatment room
18. Emergency room
19. Changing room
20. Ultrasonography
21. CT
a. Control room
22. X-RAY lab
a. Control room
23. Sampling room
a. Children
24. LAB
25. Anteroom
26. Sterile wash
27. Preparation room
28. Surgery
29. Post-Op

B

Family meeting rooms

Waiting room

Public/patients
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Coffee corner
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Meeting room for staff
Orthopedics
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X-RAY
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Administration
Public

RECEPTION AREA

THIRD FLOOR PLAN 1:400
21. Dietist
22. Psycholigist
23. Phychiatry
24. Occupotional therapy
25. Physiotherapy
26. Spirometri
27. Senses room
28. Activity room
29. Play therapy

B

Garden

1. Waiting area
2. Reception
3. Secretary/office
4. Printer room
5. Administration
6. Staff kitchen
7. Conference
8. Staff staircase
9. Storage
10. Clening room
11. Examination room
12. Chat room
13. Curator
14. Doctor
15. Computer practice
16. Control room
17. Receiving room
18. Treatment room
19. Aids eqiupment room
20. Social worker

THIRD FLOOR PLAN HORIZONTAL FLOW 1:800

Public/patients

Painting

Private/staff

A

A
Exhibition of paintings

Student research

Pain clinic
B

N

Neurologopedic
Rehab
Administration
Public

BRIDGE PAINTING ROOM

FOURTH FLOOR PLAN 1:400
1. Waiting area
2. Reception
3. Secretary/office
4. Printer room
5. Administration
6. Staff kitchen
7. Conference
8. Staff staircase
9. Storage
a. Machine
b. Medical
c. Sterile
d. Anesthetic
10. Clening room
11. Examination room
a. Diabetes
b. TBC
c. 24h
12. Doctor
13. Desinfection

FOURTH FLOOR PLAN HORIZONTAL FLOW 1:800

14. Emergency room
15. Dietist
16. Blood pressure
17. ECG
a. Resting
18. Changing room
19. Shower
20. Ultra bid
21. Eye
22. Podiatrist
23. Receiving room
24. Chat room
25. Sterile wash
26. Preperation room
27. Surgery
28. Post-Op
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Waiting room
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Ears-Nose-Throat clinic
BUSC
Adult specialist center
Administration

FIFTH FLOOR PLAN 1:400
1. Waiting area
2. Reception
3. Secretary/office
4. Printer room
5. Administration
6. Staff kitchen
7. Conference
8. Staff staircase
9. Storage
10. Clening room
11. Examination room
a. Psychiatry
b. Dietist
c. Curator
12. Receiving room
13. Desinfection
14. Play therapy
15. Inhalation

FIFTH FLOOR PLAN HORIZONTAL FLOW 1:800
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SECTION A-A
COURTYARD

The heights in the project is in a
modular system as well, that is to make
it adaptable for different departments if
it is needed in the future. The height of
each floor plan is five meters in total.
The beam is 0.6 meters and the space

for the installation and ventilation is
1.1 meters. So the height for each floor
from roof to floor is 3.3 meters. The
height for the basement differs and
has a height of 3.1 meters from floor
to roof.
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GARDEN
LEVEL 5
LEVEL 4
LEVEL 3

EXHIBITION OF PAINTING
COFFEE CORNER

LEVEL 2
LEVEL 1
BASEMENT

B

SECTION B-B
COURTYARD

B

CONFERENCE BUILDING

GARDEN
LEVEL 4

WAITING AREA

LEVEL 3
WAITING AREA

LEVEL 2
MAIN RECEPTION

LEVEL 1
BASEMENT
Senior Housing
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SOUTH WEST FACADE 1:400

SOUTH EAST FACADE 1:400

To encourage the environmental
sustainability even more in the project,
the main material is wood. Other
materials that are appearing in the
facade are brick and glass. The brick is
to have a similar feeling to the already
existing material on site. The brick
is used on the solid walls on the first
floor level.

The conference building is in all glass
to have a different kind of appearance
from the other buildings to make it
easy to identify the main reception.
The bridges have another kind of
appearance on its facade than the
buildings. The reason is to give the
feeling that the bridges are its own
unit.

Depending on what height and level
you are standing in, wayfinding
is possible. The reason is that it is
possible to see different levels through
the buildings and bridges. For
example, if you are standing in one of
the highest bridges, you can always
look down on the street which gives
the feeling of comfort and possibility

to orient yourself. Or if you are
standing on the ground floor, you can
see people walking on the levels above.
This is a good architectural quality
because it allows indirect interaction.
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